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controversial since it was first published in 1890 nicolas notovitch s
the unknown life of jesus relates that jesus christ spent at least part
of the years of his life unaccounted for in the bible from the age of 13
to 29 teaching and studying in india and other parts of asia notovitch
was on an extended journey through the orient to study the customs and
habits of the inhabitants of india during his travels he visited a
buddhist monastery near mulbek close to the wakha river here a lama told
him that jesus whom the buddhists called issa had visited the region and
that there were ancient manuscripts documenting jesus visit and that
copies existed at other monasteries notovitch was able to convince the
monks at the hemis monastery to read from these documents and as an
interpreter translated notovitch transcribed embark on a journey to
uncover enigmatic aspects of history with the unknown life of jesus
christ by nicolas notovitch join nicolas notovitch as he delves into the
mysteries surrounding the life of jesus christ shedding light on lesser
known aspects of his story as notovitch explores the unknown years of
jesus s life immerse yourself in the quest for historical truth and
spiritual enlightenment follow along as he uncovers ancient manuscripts
and travels to remote regions in search of clues about jesus s life and
teachings but amidst the historical inquiry and spiritual exploration a
deeper narrative emerges the enduring quest for understanding and the
timeless significance of jesus s message prepare to be intrigued by
notovitch s revelations and inspired by the profound implications of his
discoveries hook will notovitch s exploration of jesus s unknown life
challenge conventional beliefs and reshape our understanding of history
experience the intrigue and fascination of the unknown life of jesus
christ as you journey through its pages with each revelation you ll gain
new insights into the mysteries surrounding jesus s life and the enduring
impact of his teachings join nicolas notovitch in his quest for
historical truth and spiritual enlightenment in the unknown life of jesus
christ will you be moved by his exploration of enigmatic aspects of
history and faith discover the hidden truths of jesus s life in this
captivating exploration whether you re a scholar of religion or simply
curious about the mysteries of faith notovitch s work promises to provoke
thought and inspire contemplation are you ready to explore the unknown
aspects of jesus s life order your copy of the unknown life of jesus
christ by nicolas notovitch today and embark on a journey of discovery
and enlightenment uncover the mysteries of history and faith purchase
your copy now this is a new release of the original 1890 edition discover
the unknown life of jesus christ as revealed by nicolas notovitch this
manuscript is the original text of nicolas notovitch s 1887 discovery
translated by j h connelly and l landsberg after the turkish war 1877
1878 i made a series of travels in the orient from the little remarkable
balkan peninsula i went across the caucasus to central asia and persia
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and finally in 1887 visited india an admirable country which had
attracted me from my earliest childhood my purpose in this journey was to
study and know at home the peoples who inhabit india and their customs
the grand and mysterious archeology and the colossal and majestic nature
of their country wandering about without fixed plans from one place to
another i came to mountainous afghanistan whence i regained india by way
of the picturesque passes of bolan and guernaï then going up the indus to
raval pindi i ran over the punjab the land of the five rivers visited the
golden temple of amritsar the tomb of the king of punjab ranjit singh
near lahore and turned toward kashmir the valley of eternal bliss thence
i directed my peregrinations as my curiosity impelled me until i arrived
in ladakh whence i intended returning to russia by way of karakorum and
chinese turkestan one day while visiting a buddhist convent on my route i
learned from a chief lama that there existed in the archives of lhasa
very ancient memoirs relating to the life of jesus christ and the
occidental nations and that certain great monasteries possessed old
copies and translations of those chronicles nicolas notovitch table of
contents preface a journey in tibet ladakh a festival in a gonpa the life
of saint issa resumé explanatory notes ancient scrolls reveal that jesus
spent seventeen years in india and tibet from age thirteen to age twenty
nine he was both a student and teacher of buddhist and hindu holy men the
story of his journey from jerusalem to benares was recorded by brahman
historians today they still know him and love him as st issa their buddha
notovitch in 1894 nicolas notovitch published a book called the unknown
life of christ he was a russian doctor who journeyed extensively
throughout afghanistan india and tibet notovitch journeyed through the
lovely passes of bolan over the punjab down into the arid rocky land of
ladak and into the majestic vale of kashmir of the himalayas during one
of his jouneys he was visiting leh the capital of ladak near where the
buddhist convent himis is he had an accident that resulted in his leg
being broken this gave him the unscheduled opportunity to stay awhile at
the himis convent the original text of notovitch s 1887 discovery the
unknown life of jesus the unknown life of jesus christ by the discoverer
of the manuscript nicoloas notovich translated from the french by alexina
loranger contents preface a journey to thibet the ladak a feast in a
gonpa the life of saint issa epitome explanatory notes reproduction of
1916 edition before the 1970 world cup a brazilian sportswriter asked
joao saldana who was fired as coach of the brazilian national team for
political reasons who is brazil s best goalkeeper saladana said pele and
best right back the answer came pele after mentioning pele s name in
roughly half of the team s positions saladana laughed and said pele is
the best footballer in the world in any position many who played with and
against pele echoed saldana end of a chapter football emperor pele passed
away he died of colon cancer at the age of 82 he is the greatest
footballer of the 20th century as judged by the fifa magazine readers and
the jury board however general football fans on the internet voted in
favor of diego maradona fifa eventually announced the two men jointly as
the centenarians maradona died suddenly in 2020 at the age of 60 this
time world also lost pele excerpt from the unknown life of jesus christ
from an ancient manuscript recently discovered in a buddhist monastery in
thibet translated from the french and edited with an introduction and
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illustrations a year later i happened to be in rome there i submitted my
manuscript to a cardinal who has great influence with the pope and who
answered me as fol lows what is the use of having that published no one
will attach any great importance to it and you will only create numerous
enemies nevertheless you are still young if it is a question of money
which interests you i can obtain for you a recompense in exchange for
your notes which will remunerate you well for all expense and for the
time lost naturally i refused about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in
the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works the unknown life of jesus
christ from an ancient manuscript recently discovered in a buddhist
monastery in thibet by nicholas nqtqvitch translated from the french and
edited with an introduction and illustrations q virchand r gandhi b a
bombay india revised by prof g l christie b a of the university of paris
chicago 1 indo american book co 1907 vo table of contents tage preface vn
translators introduction xr journey to thibet 33 the life of saint issa
58 summary 99 list of illustrations the vale of kashmir frontispiece
shrinagar vi the himis monastery xni inscription in the himis monastery
xiv solomons throne 32 m notovitch on the march 35 hari parvat 57 the
seventh bridge of shrinagar 6 the carriers of m notovitch 73 the shaky
bridge of kashmir 8l scene near surghol 89 a buddhist monastery in ladak
97 lamieroo 105 leh as seen from outside the city 113 leh as seen from
the market place 121 cu bo a cu t w co preface subsequent to the turkish
war 1877 1878 i un dertook a series of journeys in the orient having
visited all the localities more or less remarkable of the balkan
peninsula i crossed the caucasus mountain to central asia and persia and
finally in 1887 i started for india a most extraordinary country which
had at tracted me from my early days the aim of my journey was to become
acquainted with the inhabitants of india and to study on the spot their
manners and customs the grand and mysterious archaeology and the colossal
and majestic nature of this country wandering from one place to another
without a settled plan i reached the mountainous af ghanistan from where
i reached india by the pictur esque passes of bolan and guernal having
ascended the indus as far as rawal pindi i crossed the punjab the country
of the five rivers and visited the golden temple of armitsar and the tomb
of ranjit sing the king of the punjab near lahore i then directed my
steps towards kashmir the valley of eternal felicity there in order to
satisfy my curiosity i recommenced my wanderings and continued them until
i arrived at ladak whence i decided to return to russia through karak
orroum and chinese turkestan one day in the course of my visit to the
buddhist convent situated on my route i learnt from the chief lama that
there existed in the archives of lassa very ancient memoirs treating of
the life of jesus christ and the nations of the occident and that certain
great viii preface monasteries possessed copies and translations of those
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chronicles as there was little probability that i should again visit
those countries i postponed to a future date my return to europe and cost
what it might i resolved either to secure those copies from the great
convents or at any rate go to lassa for further information on the
subject a journey far from being so dangerous and difficult as we are led
to believe moreover by this time i was so well accustomed to these kinds
of perils that they could not deter me from my undertaking during my stay
at leh the capital of ladak i vis ited the great monastery of himis
situated near the city the chief lama of the monastery told me that the
monastic library contained some copies of the manu script in question
lest i should awaken the suspicion of the authorities on the object of my
visit to the con vent and thereby find obstacles in my character as a
russian in my future journey in thibet i determined to leave the capital
of ladak and departed for india an unfortunate fall by which i broke my
leg furnished me with an unexpected pretext to return to the monas tery
where i received excellent care and during my short stay with the lamas i
had the honor of obtaining the consent of their chief to have brought
from the li brary the manuscript relating to jesus christ and aided by my
interpreter who translated for me from the thibe tan language i wrote
down carefully the verses as they were read by the lama when in tibet in
the late 1800s notovitch heard of a manuscript that revealed astonishing
information on the sixteen lost years of jesus from 12 years to a man of
28 the period the bible is silent on notovich published the account which
relates that jesus spent this time in india and tibet studying the
spiritual disciplines of the east after the turkish war 1877 1878 i made
a series of travels in the orient from the little remarkable balkan
peninsula i went across the caucasus to central asia and persia and
finally in 1887 visited india an admirable country which had attracted me
from my earliest childhood my purpose in this journey was to study and
know at home the peoples who inhabit india and their customs the grand
and mysterious archaeology and the colossal and majestic nature of their
country wandering about without fixed plans from one place to another i
came to mountainous afghanistan whence i regained india by way of the
picturesque passes of bolan and guernai then going up the indus to raval
pindi i ran over the pendjab the land of the five rivers visited the
golden temple of amritsa the tomb of the king of pendjab randjid singh
near lahore and turned toward kachmyr the valley of eternal bliss thence
i directed my peregrinations as my curiosity impelled me until i arrived
in ladak whence i intended returning to russia by way of karakoroum and
chinese turkestan one day while visiting a buddhist convent on my route i
learned from a chief lama that there existed in the archives of lhassa
very ancient memoirs relating to the life of jesus christ and the
occidental nations and that certain great monasteries possessed old
copies and translations of those chronicles as it was little probable
that i should make another journey into this country i resolved to put
off my return to europe until a later date and cost what it might either
find those copies in the great convents or go to lhassa a journey which
is far from being so dangerous and difficult as is generally supposed
involving only such perils as i was already accustomed to and which would
not make me hesitate at attempting it during my sojourn at leh capital of
ladak i visited the great convent himis situated near the city the chief
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lama of which informed me that their monastic library contained copies of
the manuscripts in question in order that i might not awaken the
suspicions of the authorities concerning the object of my visit to the
cloister and to evade obstacles which might be opposed to me as a russian
prosecuting further my journey in thibet i gave out upon my return to leh
that i would depart for india and so left the capital of ladak an
unfortunate fall causing the breaking of a leg furnished me with an
absolutely unexpected pretext for returning to the monastery where i
received surgical attention i took advantage of my short sojourn among
the lamas to obtain the consent of their chief that they should bring to
me from their library the manuscripts relating to jesus christ and
assisted by my interpreter who translated for me the thibetan language
transferred carefully to my notebook what the lama read to me not
doubting at all the authenticity of this chronicle edited with great
exactitude by the brahminic and more especially the buddhistic historians
of india and nepaul i desired upon my return to europe to publish a
translation of it to this end i addressed myself to several universally
known ecclesiastics asking them to revise my notes and tell me what they
thought of them mgr platon the celebrated metropolitan of kiew thought
that my discovery was of great importance nevertheless he sought to
dissuade me from publishing the memoirs believing that their publication
could only hurt me why this the venerable prelate refused to tell me more
explicitly nevertheless since our conversation took place in russia where
the censor would have put his veto upon such a work i made up my mind to
wait excerpt from the unknown life of jesus christ by the discoverer of
the manuscript after the close of the turko russian war 1877 1878 i
undertook a series of extended journeys through the orient having visited
all points of interest in the balkan peninsula i crossed the caucasian
mountains into central asia and persia and finally in 1887 made an
excursion into india the most admired country of the dreams of my
childhood the first object of this journey was to study the customs and
habits of the inhabitants of india amid their own surroundings as well as
the grand mysterious archaeology and the colossal majestic nature of the
country wandering without any settled course from one locality to another
i at last came to mountainous afghanistan whence i reached india through
the picturesque passes of bolan and guernai i then followed the indus to
rawal pindi traveled through the punjab the country of five rivers
visited the golden temple of amritsir the tomb of randjid singh king of
the punjab near lahore and proceeded toward kashmir the vale of eternal
happiness about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works this is a new release of the original 1907 edition this
is a new release of the original 1924 edition �������������� ������������
������� ������� ������� ���������� ���������� �������� ���������� �������
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������������������ �������������� this work has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality
reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text
in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant in this biography of christ nicholas
notovitch claims that jesus spent many of his missing years traversing
india a crimean jewish adventurer and explorer of india notovitch
traveled widely across the east in the late nineteenth century he claimed
to have discovered a biographical document in hemis monestary ladakh
india from which he created this book the bold and fantastical claims
about christ attracted attention from scholars of christianity and the
popular media of the time after notovitch was confronted with the
inconsistencies in this book he apparently confessed to having fabricated
the entire biography of jesus christ for years the entire matter was
considered a hoax until the indian mystic swami abhedananda visited the
hemis monastery a resident monk confirmed that notovitch had stayed some
six weeks there convalescing with a broken leg whereupon he read the
disputed documents concerning christ today although notovitch s alternate
account of jesus life and existence during his lost years is discredited
it remains an interesting and notable episode in christian biography for
his part notovitch continued to write for the remainder of his life
albeit on topics surrounding politics and national leaders rather than
religion this reprint of the unknown life of jesus christ contains the
classic translation to english by jain scholar virchand r gandhi
countless biographies have been written about pope john paul ii in this
volumen a well know vatican insider reveals new details about karol
wojtyla s youth from his birth to his election to the papacy this short
readable book chronicles the young life and personal development of this
popular and beloved man through stories about his family his vocation and
his intellectual training it is enjoyable for both for adults and young
people stories of karol the unknown life of john paul ii originated as a
20 part radio program that aired from january to march 2001 and was
narrated by the author himself it was also the inspiration behind the
hallmark channel movie a man who became pope the jesus secret is the
first fiction book written by dr robert siblerud based on his nonfiction
book the unknown life of jesus it is a historical novel about the life of
jesus it is an exciting adventure of two college professors carl iverson
and katherine ralston searching for the truth of what really happened to
jesus dr iverson had received an ancient manuscript written in aramaic at
the time of jesus discovered in israel the manuscript described jesus s
life after the crucifixion giving evidence that he survived the
crucifixion an actual manuscript was found called the talmud of immanuel
the book provides the evidence that jesus lived out his life in kashmir
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and had a family the excitement comes when powers of the church try to
prevent carl and katherine from finding the truth the jesus secret
describes the lost years of jesus how he survived the crucifixion his
family a background on how the church was established and the corruption
within the church to hide the truth the final chapters describe what may
happen if the truth is discovered after reading the book the reader will
have a better understanding respect and love for jesus the most evolved
soul ever to help guide humanity on their spiritual journey what would
you do if a member of your family began to exhibit unusual or even
dangerous behavior what if they beganto talk constantly not making sense
what if they became obsessed about speaking with god what if they ran
naked in streettraffic or shut down and refused to do anything at all it
is still difficult in 2022 to get the correct treatment for a family
member who shows signs of mental illness but when the familyof anna ehli
lozing faced such an agonizing decision in the 1920s mental health
specialists were uncommon in the united statesgenerally and they were
practically nonexistent in montana where anna and her large family of
german russian immigrants hadsettled in a small remote homestead hannah
lozing one of anna s eight children asked the author to write about the
difficult life her mother endured to pay homage toher mother s strength
and resilience this book is a testament to one woman s brave response to
the overwhelming challenges in her life biography of the most infamous
woman of the early 20th century the dutch courtesan and alleged spy
margaretha zelle 1876 1917 mata hari mata hari was the prototype of the
beautiful but unscrupulous female agent who used sexual allure to gain
access to secrets if she was indeed a spy in 1917 the notorious dancer
mata hari was arrested tried and executed for espionage it was charged at
her trial that the dark eyed siren was responsible for the deaths of at
least 50 000 gallant french soldiers irrefutably she had been the
mistress of many senior allied officers and government officials even the
french minister of war a point viewed as highly suspicious worse yet she
spoke several european languages fluently and travelled widely in wartime
europe but was she guilty of espionage for all the publicity mata hari
and her trial received key questions remain unanswered these questions
concern not only her inadequate trial and her unproven guilt but also the
events in her personal life what propelled margaretha zelle destined to
be a dutch schoolteacher to transform herself into mata hari the most
desirable woman in early 20th century paris she danced before
enthusiastic crowds in paris berlin vienna madrid monte carlo milan and
rome inspiring admiration jealousy and bitter condemnation pat shipman s
brilliant biography pinpoints the powerful yet dangerous attributes that
evoked such strong emotions in those who met mata hari for hitherto the
focus has been on espionage not on exploring the events that shaped her
life and caused her to transform herself from rural dutch girl to
international femme fatale this is a new release of the original 1907
edition his unknown life before and after the crucifixion why has
christianity chosen to ignore its connections with the religions of the
east and to dismiss repeatedly the numerous claims that jesus spent a
large part of his life in india this compelling book presents irrefutable
evidence that jesus did indeed live in india dying there in old age the
result of many years of investigative research jesus lived in india takes
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the reader to all the historical sites connected with jesus in israel the
middle east afghanistan and india as well as revealing age old links
between the israelites and the east the evidence found by theologian
holger kersten points to the following startling conclusions in his youth
jesus followed the ancient silk road to india while there he studied
buddhism adopting its tenets and becoming a spiritual master jesus
survived the crucifixion after the resurrection jesus returned to india
to die in old age jesus was buried in srinagar the capital of jammu and
kashmir where he continues to be revered as a saintly man the tomb of
jesus still exists in kashmir could the strange actually be true this
book takes readers on a tour of the eerie and unexplained from the search
for vanished civilizations to the science of real life zombies from
famous ufo sightings to encounters with ghosts and otherworldly creatures
and much more the result is a picture of the way people lived along the
forest s edge during this tumultuous and eventful time in the history of
france and of the world how did the residents of this unique community
live and work together how did life in the village differ from life in
the forest how did the church and various governments of france affect
the everyday lives of these people and of pinagot in particular with the
life of an unknown alain corbin presents a full record of a life
comprised of supposition with room for each reader to insert his or her
own imaginings onto the scene book jacket jilted by his girlfriend and
disillusioned by modern france the writer shutov revisits st petersburg
after 20 years in exile hoping to reconnect with his roots and the woman
he loved in his youth but she and the brash new russia that greets him
are not what he was expecting at all when i started to write this book
about four years ago shortly after the seventh anniversary of 9 11 my
primary motivation was psychological welfare i needed answers to many
unanswered questions for sanity s sake the unknown is an autobiography
about the author s struggle through an abusive and violent childhood he
pens traumatic episode after traumatic episode for survivals sake on a
quest to find healing justice and inner peace with an abusive
relationship or relationships comes inner conflict and demons which joe
must face in order to become a better stronger person having spent most
of his life trekking through peaks and valleys pits of hell and dark
tunnels his fight has been for freedom psychological and emotional it s
an authentic or nonfictional version of dante s inferno along the way he
did in fact become a better stronger person and no longer wishes healing
and freedom just upon himself but amongst all those who have suffered at
the hands of another be it a family member bully of some sort rapist gang
cult or evil dictator even joe has become passionate about justice
achieving just outcomes or resolutions for those who have been victimized
in some way shape or form he s passionate about the destruction of evil
and the protection of good an entrepreneur spends time looking for
solutions to problems which will hopefully improve quality of life still
thinking in a positive light they focus on the negative looking at what s
not to determine what is exploring unknown territory joe went into the
unknown for answers regarding the pains that tore him and his twin
brother apart before he even knew what the word entrepreneurship meant
was it my fault was it his were my parents to blame what went wrong when
did things become ugly he also went into the unknown seeking the
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ingredients to a good life for health and happiness the unknown after
three years of tunneling is a memoir that most should find intriguing
educational and surprisingly entertaining ������������������� the art
youth early maturity and life of artist henri matisse are examined in
this biography includes 24 pages of color reproductions



The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 1907

controversial since it was first published in 1890 nicolas notovitch s
the unknown life of jesus relates that jesus christ spent at least part
of the years of his life unaccounted for in the bible from the age of 13
to 29 teaching and studying in india and other parts of asia notovitch
was on an extended journey through the orient to study the customs and
habits of the inhabitants of india during his travels he visited a
buddhist monastery near mulbek close to the wakha river here a lama told
him that jesus whom the buddhists called issa had visited the region and
that there were ancient manuscripts documenting jesus visit and that
copies existed at other monasteries notovitch was able to convince the
monks at the hemis monastery to read from these documents and as an
interpreter translated notovitch transcribed

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2004

embark on a journey to uncover enigmatic aspects of history with the
unknown life of jesus christ by nicolas notovitch join nicolas notovitch
as he delves into the mysteries surrounding the life of jesus christ
shedding light on lesser known aspects of his story as notovitch explores
the unknown years of jesus s life immerse yourself in the quest for
historical truth and spiritual enlightenment follow along as he uncovers
ancient manuscripts and travels to remote regions in search of clues
about jesus s life and teachings but amidst the historical inquiry and
spiritual exploration a deeper narrative emerges the enduring quest for
understanding and the timeless significance of jesus s message prepare to
be intrigued by notovitch s revelations and inspired by the profound
implications of his discoveries hook will notovitch s exploration of
jesus s unknown life challenge conventional beliefs and reshape our
understanding of history experience the intrigue and fascination of the
unknown life of jesus christ as you journey through its pages with each
revelation you ll gain new insights into the mysteries surrounding jesus
s life and the enduring impact of his teachings join nicolas notovitch in
his quest for historical truth and spiritual enlightenment in the unknown
life of jesus christ will you be moved by his exploration of enigmatic
aspects of history and faith discover the hidden truths of jesus s life
in this captivating exploration whether you re a scholar of religion or
simply curious about the mysteries of faith notovitch s work promises to
provoke thought and inspire contemplation are you ready to explore the
unknown aspects of jesus s life order your copy of the unknown life of
jesus christ by nicolas notovitch today and embark on a journey of
discovery and enlightenment uncover the mysteries of history and faith
purchase your copy now

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2010-01-20

this is a new release of the original 1890 edition



The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 1890 2014-03

discover the unknown life of jesus christ as revealed by nicolas
notovitch this manuscript is the original text of nicolas notovitch s
1887 discovery translated by j h connelly and l landsberg

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2021-01-02

after the turkish war 1877 1878 i made a series of travels in the orient
from the little remarkable balkan peninsula i went across the caucasus to
central asia and persia and finally in 1887 visited india an admirable
country which had attracted me from my earliest childhood my purpose in
this journey was to study and know at home the peoples who inhabit india
and their customs the grand and mysterious archeology and the colossal
and majestic nature of their country wandering about without fixed plans
from one place to another i came to mountainous afghanistan whence i
regained india by way of the picturesque passes of bolan and guernaï then
going up the indus to raval pindi i ran over the punjab the land of the
five rivers visited the golden temple of amritsar the tomb of the king of
punjab ranjit singh near lahore and turned toward kashmir the valley of
eternal bliss thence i directed my peregrinations as my curiosity
impelled me until i arrived in ladakh whence i intended returning to
russia by way of karakorum and chinese turkestan one day while visiting a
buddhist convent on my route i learned from a chief lama that there
existed in the archives of lhasa very ancient memoirs relating to the
life of jesus christ and the occidental nations and that certain great
monasteries possessed old copies and translations of those chronicles
nicolas notovitch table of contents preface a journey in tibet ladakh a
festival in a gonpa the life of saint issa resumé explanatory notes

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2021-08-05

ancient scrolls reveal that jesus spent seventeen years in india and
tibet from age thirteen to age twenty nine he was both a student and
teacher of buddhist and hindu holy men the story of his journey from
jerusalem to benares was recorded by brahman historians today they still
know him and love him as st issa their buddha notovitch in 1894 nicolas
notovitch published a book called the unknown life of christ he was a
russian doctor who journeyed extensively throughout afghanistan india and
tibet notovitch journeyed through the lovely passes of bolan over the
punjab down into the arid rocky land of ladak and into the majestic vale
of kashmir of the himalayas during one of his jouneys he was visiting leh
the capital of ladak near where the buddhist convent himis is he had an
accident that resulted in his leg being broken this gave him the
unscheduled opportunity to stay awhile at the himis convent



The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2014-11-04

the original text of notovitch s 1887 discovery the unknown life of jesus

The Unknown Life of Jesus 2021-03-03

the unknown life of jesus christ by the discoverer of the manuscript
nicoloas notovich translated from the french by alexina loranger contents
preface a journey to thibet the ladak a feast in a gonpa the life of
saint issa epitome explanatory notes reproduction of 1916 edition

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2010-03-16

before the 1970 world cup a brazilian sportswriter asked joao saldana who
was fired as coach of the brazilian national team for political reasons
who is brazil s best goalkeeper saladana said pele and best right back
the answer came pele after mentioning pele s name in roughly half of the
team s positions saladana laughed and said pele is the best footballer in
the world in any position many who played with and against pele echoed
saldana end of a chapter football emperor pele passed away he died of
colon cancer at the age of 82 he is the greatest footballer of the 20th
century as judged by the fifa magazine readers and the jury board however
general football fans on the internet voted in favor of diego maradona
fifa eventually announced the two men jointly as the centenarians
maradona died suddenly in 2020 at the age of 60 this time world also lost
pele

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 1996-09

excerpt from the unknown life of jesus christ from an ancient manuscript
recently discovered in a buddhist monastery in thibet translated from the
french and edited with an introduction and illustrations a year later i
happened to be in rome there i submitted my manuscript to a cardinal who
has great influence with the pope and who answered me as fol lows what is
the use of having that published no one will attach any great importance
to it and you will only create numerous enemies nevertheless you are
still young if it is a question of money which interests you i can obtain
for you a recompense in exchange for your notes which will remunerate you
well for all expense and for the time lost naturally i refused about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works



Pele No More!: An Unknown Life of King of
Football 2022-12-30

the unknown life of jesus christ from an ancient manuscript recently
discovered in a buddhist monastery in thibet by nicholas nqtqvitch
translated from the french and edited with an introduction and
illustrations q virchand r gandhi b a bombay india revised by prof g l
christie b a of the university of paris chicago 1 indo american book co
1907 vo table of contents tage preface vn translators introduction xr
journey to thibet 33 the life of saint issa 58 summary 99 list of
illustrations the vale of kashmir frontispiece shrinagar vi the himis
monastery xni inscription in the himis monastery xiv solomons throne 32 m
notovitch on the march 35 hari parvat 57 the seventh bridge of shrinagar
6 the carriers of m notovitch 73 the shaky bridge of kashmir 8l scene
near surghol 89 a buddhist monastery in ladak 97 lamieroo 105 leh as seen
from outside the city 113 leh as seen from the market place 121 cu bo a
cu t w co preface subsequent to the turkish war 1877 1878 i un dertook a
series of journeys in the orient having visited all the localities more
or less remarkable of the balkan peninsula i crossed the caucasus
mountain to central asia and persia and finally in 1887 i started for
india a most extraordinary country which had at tracted me from my early
days the aim of my journey was to become acquainted with the inhabitants
of india and to study on the spot their manners and customs the grand and
mysterious archaeology and the colossal and majestic nature of this
country wandering from one place to another without a settled plan i
reached the mountainous af ghanistan from where i reached india by the
pictur esque passes of bolan and guernal having ascended the indus as far
as rawal pindi i crossed the punjab the country of the five rivers and
visited the golden temple of armitsar and the tomb of ranjit sing the
king of the punjab near lahore i then directed my steps towards kashmir
the valley of eternal felicity there in order to satisfy my curiosity i
recommenced my wanderings and continued them until i arrived at ladak
whence i decided to return to russia through karak orroum and chinese
turkestan one day in the course of my visit to the buddhist convent
situated on my route i learnt from the chief lama that there existed in
the archives of lassa very ancient memoirs treating of the life of jesus
christ and the nations of the occident and that certain great viii
preface monasteries possessed copies and translations of those chronicles
as there was little probability that i should again visit those countries
i postponed to a future date my return to europe and cost what it might i
resolved either to secure those copies from the great convents or at any
rate go to lassa for further information on the subject a journey far
from being so dangerous and difficult as we are led to believe moreover
by this time i was so well accustomed to these kinds of perils that they
could not deter me from my undertaking during my stay at leh the capital
of ladak i vis ited the great monastery of himis situated near the city
the chief lama of the monastery told me that the monastic library
contained some copies of the manu script in question lest i should awaken
the suspicion of the authorities on the object of my visit to the con
vent and thereby find obstacles in my character as a russian in my future



journey in thibet i determined to leave the capital of ladak and departed
for india an unfortunate fall by which i broke my leg furnished me with
an unexpected pretext to return to the monas tery where i received
excellent care and during my short stay with the lamas i had the honor of
obtaining the consent of their chief to have brought from the li brary
the manuscript relating to jesus christ and aided by my interpreter who
translated for me from the thibe tan language i wrote down carefully the
verses as they were read by the lama

UNKNOWN LIFE OF JESUS CHRIST 2018

when in tibet in the late 1800s notovitch heard of a manuscript that
revealed astonishing information on the sixteen lost years of jesus from
12 years to a man of 28 the period the bible is silent on notovich
published the account which relates that jesus spent this time in india
and tibet studying the spiritual disciplines of the east

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2017-07-15

after the turkish war 1877 1878 i made a series of travels in the orient
from the little remarkable balkan peninsula i went across the caucasus to
central asia and persia and finally in 1887 visited india an admirable
country which had attracted me from my earliest childhood my purpose in
this journey was to study and know at home the peoples who inhabit india
and their customs the grand and mysterious archaeology and the colossal
and majestic nature of their country wandering about without fixed plans
from one place to another i came to mountainous afghanistan whence i
regained india by way of the picturesque passes of bolan and guernai then
going up the indus to raval pindi i ran over the pendjab the land of the
five rivers visited the golden temple of amritsa the tomb of the king of
pendjab randjid singh near lahore and turned toward kachmyr the valley of
eternal bliss thence i directed my peregrinations as my curiosity
impelled me until i arrived in ladak whence i intended returning to
russia by way of karakoroum and chinese turkestan one day while visiting
a buddhist convent on my route i learned from a chief lama that there
existed in the archives of lhassa very ancient memoirs relating to the
life of jesus christ and the occidental nations and that certain great
monasteries possessed old copies and translations of those chronicles as
it was little probable that i should make another journey into this
country i resolved to put off my return to europe until a later date and
cost what it might either find those copies in the great convents or go
to lhassa a journey which is far from being so dangerous and difficult as
is generally supposed involving only such perils as i was already
accustomed to and which would not make me hesitate at attempting it
during my sojourn at leh capital of ladak i visited the great convent
himis situated near the city the chief lama of which informed me that
their monastic library contained copies of the manuscripts in question in
order that i might not awaken the suspicions of the authorities
concerning the object of my visit to the cloister and to evade obstacles
which might be opposed to me as a russian prosecuting further my journey



in thibet i gave out upon my return to leh that i would depart for india
and so left the capital of ladak an unfortunate fall causing the breaking
of a leg furnished me with an absolutely unexpected pretext for returning
to the monastery where i received surgical attention i took advantage of
my short sojourn among the lamas to obtain the consent of their chief
that they should bring to me from their library the manuscripts relating
to jesus christ and assisted by my interpreter who translated for me the
thibetan language transferred carefully to my notebook what the lama read
to me not doubting at all the authenticity of this chronicle edited with
great exactitude by the brahminic and more especially the buddhistic
historians of india and nepaul i desired upon my return to europe to
publish a translation of it to this end i addressed myself to several
universally known ecclesiastics asking them to revise my notes and tell
me what they thought of them mgr platon the celebrated metropolitan of
kiew thought that my discovery was of great importance nevertheless he
sought to dissuade me from publishing the memoirs believing that their
publication could only hurt me why this the venerable prelate refused to
tell me more explicitly nevertheless since our conversation took place in
russia where the censor would have put his veto upon such a work i made
up my mind to wait

Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2007-03

excerpt from the unknown life of jesus christ by the discoverer of the
manuscript after the close of the turko russian war 1877 1878 i undertook
a series of extended journeys through the orient having visited all
points of interest in the balkan peninsula i crossed the caucasian
mountains into central asia and persia and finally in 1887 made an
excursion into india the most admired country of the dreams of my
childhood the first object of this journey was to study the customs and
habits of the inhabitants of india amid their own surroundings as well as
the grand mysterious archaeology and the colossal majestic nature of the
country wandering without any settled course from one locality to another
i at last came to mountainous afghanistan whence i reached india through
the picturesque passes of bolan and guernai i then followed the indus to
rawal pindi traveled through the punjab the country of five rivers
visited the golden temple of amritsir the tomb of randjid singh king of
the punjab near lahore and proceeded toward kashmir the vale of eternal
happiness about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works



The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2014

this is a new release of the original 1907 edition

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2017-08-07

this is a new release of the original 1924 edition

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 1907
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The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2015-07-07

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and
is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of
the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 1987-08

in this biography of christ nicholas notovitch claims that jesus spent
many of his missing years traversing india a crimean jewish adventurer
and explorer of india notovitch traveled widely across the east in the
late nineteenth century he claimed to have discovered a biographical
document in hemis monestary ladakh india from which he created this book
the bold and fantastical claims about christ attracted attention from
scholars of christianity and the popular media of the time after
notovitch was confronted with the inconsistencies in this book he
apparently confessed to having fabricated the entire biography of jesus
christ for years the entire matter was considered a hoax until the indian
mystic swami abhedananda visited the hemis monastery a resident monk
confirmed that notovitch had stayed some six weeks there convalescing
with a broken leg whereupon he read the disputed documents concerning
christ today although notovitch s alternate account of jesus life and
existence during his lost years is discredited it remains an interesting
and notable episode in christian biography for his part notovitch
continued to write for the remainder of his life albeit on topics
surrounding politics and national leaders rather than religion this



reprint of the unknown life of jesus christ contains the classic
translation to english by jain scholar virchand r gandhi

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2014-03

countless biographies have been written about pope john paul ii in this
volumen a well know vatican insider reveals new details about karol
wojtyla s youth from his birth to his election to the papacy this short
readable book chronicles the young life and personal development of this
popular and beloved man through stories about his family his vocation and
his intellectual training it is enjoyable for both for adults and young
people stories of karol the unknown life of john paul ii originated as a
20 part radio program that aired from january to march 2001 and was
narrated by the author himself it was also the inspiration behind the
hallmark channel movie a man who became pope

The Known and Unknown Life of Jesus Christ
2013-10

the jesus secret is the first fiction book written by dr robert siblerud
based on his nonfiction book the unknown life of jesus it is a historical
novel about the life of jesus it is an exciting adventure of two college
professors carl iverson and katherine ralston searching for the truth of
what really happened to jesus dr iverson had received an ancient
manuscript written in aramaic at the time of jesus discovered in israel
the manuscript described jesus s life after the crucifixion giving
evidence that he survived the crucifixion an actual manuscript was found
called the talmud of immanuel the book provides the evidence that jesus
lived out his life in kashmir and had a family the excitement comes when
powers of the church try to prevent carl and katherine from finding the
truth the jesus secret describes the lost years of jesus how he survived
the crucifixion his family a background on how the church was established
and the corruption within the church to hide the truth the final chapters
describe what may happen if the truth is discovered after reading the
book the reader will have a better understanding respect and love for
jesus the most evolved soul ever to help guide humanity on their
spiritual journey

イエスの失われた十七年 1998-06-15

what would you do if a member of your family began to exhibit unusual or
even dangerous behavior what if they beganto talk constantly not making
sense what if they became obsessed about speaking with god what if they
ran naked in streettraffic or shut down and refused to do anything at all
it is still difficult in 2022 to get the correct treatment for a family
member who shows signs of mental illness but when the familyof anna ehli
lozing faced such an agonizing decision in the 1920s mental health
specialists were uncommon in the united statesgenerally and they were
practically nonexistent in montana where anna and her large family of



german russian immigrants hadsettled in a small remote homestead hannah
lozing one of anna s eight children asked the author to write about the
difficult life her mother endured to pay homage toher mother s strength
and resilience this book is a testament to one woman s brave response to
the overwhelming challenges in her life

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2018-10-06

biography of the most infamous woman of the early 20th century the dutch
courtesan and alleged spy margaretha zelle 1876 1917 mata hari mata hari
was the prototype of the beautiful but unscrupulous female agent who used
sexual allure to gain access to secrets if she was indeed a spy in 1917
the notorious dancer mata hari was arrested tried and executed for
espionage it was charged at her trial that the dark eyed siren was
responsible for the deaths of at least 50 000 gallant french soldiers
irrefutably she had been the mistress of many senior allied officers and
government officials even the french minister of war a point viewed as
highly suspicious worse yet she spoke several european languages fluently
and travelled widely in wartime europe but was she guilty of espionage
for all the publicity mata hari and her trial received key questions
remain unanswered these questions concern not only her inadequate trial
and her unproven guilt but also the events in her personal life what
propelled margaretha zelle destined to be a dutch schoolteacher to
transform herself into mata hari the most desirable woman in early 20th
century paris she danced before enthusiastic crowds in paris berlin
vienna madrid monte carlo milan and rome inspiring admiration jealousy
and bitter condemnation pat shipman s brilliant biography pinpoints the
powerful yet dangerous attributes that evoked such strong emotions in
those who met mata hari for hitherto the focus has been on espionage not
on exploring the events that shaped her life and caused her to transform
herself from rural dutch girl to international femme fatale

Memoirs of an Unknown Life 1861

this is a new release of the original 1907 edition

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2017-04-25

his unknown life before and after the crucifixion why has christianity
chosen to ignore its connections with the religions of the east and to
dismiss repeatedly the numerous claims that jesus spent a large part of
his life in india this compelling book presents irrefutable evidence that
jesus did indeed live in india dying there in old age the result of many
years of investigative research jesus lived in india takes the reader to
all the historical sites connected with jesus in israel the middle east
afghanistan and india as well as revealing age old links between the
israelites and the east the evidence found by theologian holger kersten
points to the following startling conclusions in his youth jesus followed
the ancient silk road to india while there he studied buddhism adopting



its tenets and becoming a spiritual master jesus survived the crucifixion
after the resurrection jesus returned to india to die in old age jesus
was buried in srinagar the capital of jammu and kashmir where he
continues to be revered as a saintly man the tomb of jesus still exists
in kashmir

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2022-07-29

could the strange actually be true this book takes readers on a tour of
the eerie and unexplained from the search for vanished civilizations to
the science of real life zombies from famous ufo sightings to encounters
with ghosts and otherworldly creatures and much more

Stories of Karol 2003

the result is a picture of the way people lived along the forest s edge
during this tumultuous and eventful time in the history of france and of
the world how did the residents of this unique community live and work
together how did life in the village differ from life in the forest how
did the church and various governments of france affect the everyday
lives of these people and of pinagot in particular with the life of an
unknown alain corbin presents a full record of a life comprised of
supposition with room for each reader to insert his or her own imaginings
onto the scene book jacket

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 1907

jilted by his girlfriend and disillusioned by modern france the writer
shutov revisits st petersburg after 20 years in exile hoping to reconnect
with his roots and the woman he loved in his youth but she and the brash
new russia that greets him are not what he was expecting at all

Jesus Secret 2012-10-01

when i started to write this book about four years ago shortly after the
seventh anniversary of 9 11 my primary motivation was psychological
welfare i needed answers to many unanswered questions for sanity s sake
the unknown is an autobiography about the author s struggle through an
abusive and violent childhood he pens traumatic episode after traumatic
episode for survivals sake on a quest to find healing justice and inner
peace with an abusive relationship or relationships comes inner conflict
and demons which joe must face in order to become a better stronger
person having spent most of his life trekking through peaks and valleys
pits of hell and dark tunnels his fight has been for freedom
psychological and emotional it s an authentic or nonfictional version of
dante s inferno along the way he did in fact become a better stronger
person and no longer wishes healing and freedom just upon himself but
amongst all those who have suffered at the hands of another be it a
family member bully of some sort rapist gang cult or evil dictator even



joe has become passionate about justice achieving just outcomes or
resolutions for those who have been victimized in some way shape or form
he s passionate about the destruction of evil and the protection of good
an entrepreneur spends time looking for solutions to problems which will
hopefully improve quality of life still thinking in a positive light they
focus on the negative looking at what s not to determine what is
exploring unknown territory joe went into the unknown for answers
regarding the pains that tore him and his twin brother apart before he
even knew what the word entrepreneurship meant was it my fault was it his
were my parents to blame what went wrong when did things become ugly he
also went into the unknown seeking the ingredients to a good life for
health and happiness the unknown after three years of tunneling is a
memoir that most should find intriguing educational and surprisingly
entertaining

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ: From an
Ancient Manuscript Recently Discovered in a
Buddhist Monastery 2017-08-19
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The Unknown Life of Anna Lozing 2022-11-27

the art youth early maturity and life of artist henri matisse are
examined in this biography includes 24 pages of color reproductions

Femme Fatale 2011-06-16

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ and Dangers of
Psychism 2014-03

Jesus Lived in India 2001

TIME-LIFE Mysteries of the Unknown 2015-12-15

The Life of an Unknown 2001-01-01

The Life of an Unknown Man 2011



The Unknown 2012-10-20

姿なきテロリスト 2009-05

The Unknown Matisse 1998
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